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Greg Shaw 

Chancellor, I have the pleasure of presenting Professor Greg 

Shaw with the title of Emeritus Professor of the University.  

Professor Shaw has over 33 years’ experience working in 

Australian universities. At Charles Darwin University he taught, 

researched and provided leadership from 1989 to 2022, 

including as Head of the School of Education and inaugural 

Dean of the College of Education. He taught and provided 

leadership at Batchelor Institute in 1988 and was Deputy 

Director there from 2009 to 2010. 

He contributes to education in China as Adjunct Professor in 

two Chinese institutions and with UNESCO, working on 

numerous projects. Over the last 12 years, he has contributed 

to many national projects advancing online teacher professional 

development in Indonesia.He is also an advisor for UNESCO 

Bangkok in online courses in inclusive education. 

Professor Shaws’ interest in international education was 

established while working and studying in Papua New Guinea, 

and strengthened through completing his Masters and PhD at 

Deakin University. 

Professor Shaw began his career as a secondary agriculture 

science teacher. He has worked in primary, secondary and 

vocational education, community development, higher 
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education and as an international consultant in education and 

professional development.  

His interests are wide-ranging and include ICT in education, 

agricultural education, technology and science education, 

professional development, adult education, distance education 

and online learning, rural education, developmental education, 

and Indigenous and cross-cultural education. 

Professor Shaw is highly regarded. Professor Giselle Byrnes, 

the Provost at Massey University in New Zealand, and former 

Pro Vice-Chancellor of the Faculty of Law, Education, Business 

and Arts at CDU has said:  

“During the time I worked with Greg he was a trusted 

confidante and colleague who has a genuine passion for 

education, for research-led teaching and most importantly, the 

ability to generously ‘pay this forward’ to others, including early 

career researchers and international students.” 

Professor Shaw is a strong advocate of CDU and its 

community, and he actively raises funds and contributes to 

student well-being projects. 

Despite retiring in 2022 others still benefit from his expertise as 

he volunteers his time to tutor postgraduate students at CDU to 

advance education research. Professor Shaw still teaches, 

publishes and edits journals and books, further contributing to 

the rapidly changing education landscape. 
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Chancellor,  

I have the pleasure of presenting Greg Shaw with the title of 

Emeritus Professor in recognition of his outstanding 

contribution to the development of tertiary education and its 

cultural evolution in different contexts. 


